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Abstract: Radiation therapy has made tremendous progress in oncology over the last decades due to
advances in engineering and physical sciences in combination with better biochemical, genetic and
molecular understanding of this disease. Local delivery of optimal radiation dose to a tumor, while
sparing healthy surrounding tissues, remains a great challenge, especially in the proximity of vital organs.
Therefore, imaging plays a key role in tumor staging, accurate target volume delineation, assessment
of individual radiation resistance and even personalized dose prescription. From this point of view,
radiotherapy might be one of the few therapeutic modalities that relies entirely on high-resolution
imaging. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) with its superior soft-tissue resolution is already
used in radiotherapy treatment planning complementing conventional computed tomography (CT).
Development of systems integrating MRI and linear accelerators opens possibilities for simultaneous
imaging and therapy, which in turn, generates the need for imaging probes with therapeutic components.
In this review, we discuss the role of MRI in both external and internal radiotherapy focusing on the
most important examples of contrast agents with combined therapeutic potential.
Keywords: theranostics; magnetic resonance imaging; contrast agents; relaxivity; gadolinium;
iron oxide nanoparticles; ionizing radiation; radiosensitization; therapeutic radionuclides

1. Introduction
Radiotherapy (RT) has become an indispensable tool in oncology, representing non-surgical
treatment by cytotoxic ionizing radiation with the ability to destroy cancerous cells. One of the main
objectives of a successful treatment is an accurate delivery of a correct therapeutic dose to the target
while avoiding radiation exposure of the surrounding healthy tissues. This requires careful delineation
of tumor by detecting its extension as well as assessing morphology, physiology, and biochemistry
prior to therapy. All this information is gathered typically within the radiotherapy treatment planning
(RTP) practice, which basically includes collective efforts by radiation oncologists, physicians, and
radiologists for determination of the appropriate RT procedure, be it application of external radiation
beams, internal brachytherapy or prescription of internal radionuclide therapeutics. Modern medical
imaging is a valuable aid for RTP, and for many years computed tomography (CT) was considered
the most suitable imaging modality based on its accessibility and high precision in determination of
geometrical target parameters necessary for accurate external irradiation, and tissue electron density
for the dose calculation. However, its poor soft-tissue contrast is in many cases limiting the spatial
accuracy, which is important for the correct determination of tumor margins, especially when cancers
in the proximity to the vital organs are at stake. Another concern in external RT is patient misalignment
as a result of internal motions, such as swallowing, respiration or muscle contraction/relaxation. Again,
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the insufficient depiction of soft-tissues in radiographic images forms a serious drawback that requires
calling in of complementary imaging techniques.
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) overcomes the aforementioned limitations due to its superb
temporal and spatial resolution, and excellent soft-tissue contrast. As a non-invasive imaging modality
without implication of ionizing radiation, it relies on the observation of water molecule protons, based
on their density and relaxation dynamics. Altogether, these parameters lead to visualization of the
differences in tissues by generation of either T1 - (positive/bright) or T2 -weighted (negative/dark) contrast.
Thereby, tailored MRI pulse-sequences enable various types of contrast for functional and volumetric
assessment of tumors, with the possibility for unlimited multiplanar image reconstruction. Furthermore,
dynamic contrast-enhanced MRI offers a possibility to monitor the signal in a tumor over time with
rapid (± every 3 s) 3D-imaging using T1 -weighted sequences [1]. The methods for data acquisition in
MRI allow for slice orientation in sagittal, coronal or any other convenient angle for better alignment
with anatomy, compared to transaxial CT. Concerning assessment of functional tumor parameters,
blood oxygenation level-dependent (BOLD) MRI can be used to visualize tumor hypoxia, which is one
Table 1. Examples of SPIONs applied as radiosensitizing MRI contrast agents.
the predictors of patient response to radiotherapy [2]. From the instrumental point of view, systems
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All these features substantiate the importance of MRI as a technique complementary to CT for
its application in RTP [5] and open perspectives for this imaging modality to serve as a platform for
new types of agents for combined imaging and therapy, called theranostics [6]. This review focuses
on the role of MRI for different types of RT (Figure 1) and surveys the most important types of MRI
CAs that have been developed to enhance the effects of external RT, enable monitoring of delivery and
distribution of the internal radiotherapeutics, and evaluate the therapeutic outcome.
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Fig.11. Overview of radiotherapeutic methods and the role of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)
Figure
in: (A) treatment planning, including volume of interest delineation and (B) monitoring delivery and
distribution of therapeutic agents (* = only for non-sealed source brachytherapy).
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2. The Role of Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) in External Radiation Therapy
The essence of external radiation therapy (ERT) is the exposure of the patients to ionizing radiation
originated from the beams (photons, high-energy electrons, protons or neutrons) produced by linear
accelerators, cyclotrons or nuclear reactors. The treatment requires methods to decrease healthy tissues
risk, i.e., delivery of the therapeutic dose exclusively to the site of interest. This precision matter
involves several strategies, one of which is adjustment of the dose distribution in and around the
tumor known as intensity-modulated radiation therapy (IMRT) [7]. In this type of ERT, multiple
beams directed to the tumor are modulated in a way to intentionally deliver non-uniform intensity.
Other exciting applications are stereotactic radiosurgery (SRS) and stereotactic body radiotherapy
(STBT), both of which are types of ERT initially designed to treat small brain tumors with a high
precision of 1–2 mm. Thereby, 3D-imaging techniques are used not only to locate and describe the
tumor but also to design radiation beams to cover the target area from different angles and plans,
which implies careful patient positioning for the RT session. In all the aforementioned techniques,
accurate determination of tumor margins and morphology is the key factor, which can typically be
achieved with CT. However, in many cases, such as brain or head/neck tumors, the full extent of the
tumor can often only be fully visualized by an additional MRI scan on the basis of voxel to voxel
matching resulting in a CT-MRI fused image. The study by Emami et al. is, thereby, a good example
that shows a significant difference of the tumor volume obtained from the CT images compared to
MRI (74% increase), which consequently leads to underdosing of the applied radiation by 14% [8].
Another approach to minimize the damage of healthy tissues and enhance the effects of ERT
involves the application of radiosensitizers, which are typically therapeutically inert (with exception to
chemotherapeutic examples [9]) compounds that increase susceptibility of cells to ionizing radiation
and thus improving the dose efficacy [10]. The effect is based on the particular physical properties of
radiosensitizers such as high density and high atomic number (Z) of the comprising elements (vide
infra). An additional benefit can be gained by providing these agents with the ability to generate an
accompanied MRI signal that allows for visualization of the delivery of such theranostic probes to the
site of interest as well as monitoring the effects of RT.
2.1. Radiosensitization
While careful definition of tumor size, shape and volume can to a certain extent be secured by
high-resolution CT or MRI 3D-imaging, increasing the tumor-killing efficiency can be optimized
by radiosensitive substances, which either result in additional boost in radiation dose (e.g.,
Au nanoparticles) or in biologically driven decrease in radiation resistance (e.g., kinase inhibitors).
Generally, exposure of a soft tissue to ionizing radiation such as gamma- or X-rays as well as alpha-,
beta-particles or electron, proton or neutron beams, causes a cascade of events leading to cell death.
In this process, radiation beams, depending on their linear transfer energy, interact with DNA either
directly or through the formation of free radicals originating from intracellular water molecules and
dissolved oxygen. Metal-based radiosensitizers delivered to the target site are able to create differences
between healthy and cancer cells rendering the latter more vulnerable to radiation, which, in turn,
affects their proliferation and leads to apoptosis. The principle is based on the high density and high
atomic number of the elements composing these agents. In response to irradiation, the electrons of
these elements absorb the energy, which is then transformed into kinetic energy sufficient to extract
them from the atomic orbitals causing scattering of (fluorescent) photons and photo-, Compton-,
or Auger-electrons. The type of effect is mainly determined by the Z/E ratio (Z = atomic number,
E = energy of the incoming radiation), where E on its turn defines the range of the effect within the
tissue. This phenomenon drew attention for the first time during RT treatment of mandibular cancer
patients with high-Z material implants [11] and was demonstrated later for iodine-containing contrast
media with radiosensitizing effect on cultured mammalian cells [12]. The most thorough investigation
over the last decades, however, was done with high-Z elements, such as gold and mainly in the form
of nanoparticles (NPs).
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The general advantage of NPs is their ability to permeate tumor tissues through the leaky
vasculature, an effect known as enhanced permeability and retention (EPR), often addressed as passive
targeting [13]. The result of such accumulation is slow systemic clearance compared to low-molecular
agents, which prolongs the radiosensitizing effect. Additionally, the surface of NPs can be exploited for
grafting of various functionalities, for example with polyethylene glycol (PEG) chains that reduce the
uptake and removal of NPs by the reticuloendothelial system [14]. Densely packed metal NPs possess
higher mass absorption coefficients than those of soft tissues and high scattering cross-sections, which
upon irradiation causes release of short-path-length photoelectric and Auger-electrons that induce
the localized damage through the formation of free radicals. Gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) represent
one of the most important class of radiosensitizing materials demonstrated first by Hainfeld et al. [15].
Applied in EMT-6 mammary carcinoma tumors implanted in mice, AuNPs of 1.9 nm diameter were
delivered intravenously prior to 250 kV X-ray therapy enhancing the outcome. Next to excellent
biocompatibility, a valuable additional property of AuNPs is their ability to generate contrast in CT
enabling delineation of tumors. However, this review intends to focus on MRI-guided radiotherapy,
and therefore, the main accent is on combination of radiosensitizing and magnetic properties of
the agents.
2.1.1. Gadolinium-Based Radiosensitization
Gadolinium can be considered as the most exciting element envisioned for the combination of MRI
with radiosensitization due to its strong paramagnetic nature and high mass-absorption coefficient
thanks to its relatively high atomic number (ZGd = 64). The paramagnetic properties are due to
seven unpaired electrons in the f -shell with rather long relaxation times. Coordination numbers of
8–9 and strong complexing properties underlie its wide application as clinical T1 MRI CA in the
form of small complexes with DOTA- or DTPA-like chelates (DOTA = 1,4,7,10-tetraazacyclododecane1,4,7,10-tetraacetate; DTPA = diethylenetriamine pentaacetic acid) with high thermodynamic and
kinetic stabilities. The parameters governing the efficiency of low-molecular Gd-based MRI CAs
are extensively discussed in the literature [16]. Numerous studies over the last two decades have
been dedicated to the design of Gd(III)-complexes with modulated number (q) and residence time
(τM ) of water molecules in the first coordination sphere and the rotational correlation time (τR ) of
the complex in order to increase the r1 . Recently, an important safety concern has been raised in
connection with possible release of toxic “free” Gd(III)-ions in vivo causing nephrogenic systemic
fibrosis [17] or their accumulation in the central nervous system [18]. Therefore, every new design of a
potential MRI CA molecule towards increased r1 by optimization of the aforementioned parameters by
chemical modifications requires thorough evaluation of the thermodynamic and kinetic stabilities of
the final complex.
A small Gd(III)-complex designed for radiosensitization combined with MRI is porphyrin-like
macrocycle motexafin gadolinium (MGd) (Figure 2) that belongs to the texaphyrins class of drugs, which
proved effective to mediate radiation of tumors and brain metastasis in particular [19]. A pre-clinical
MRI study has revealed a selective uptake of MGd by malignant cells, most probably facilitated by the
tumor pH being lower compared to those of healthy cells. A nine-fold contrast enhancement within 24 h
post-injection (p.i.) into murine mammary tumor mice models was accompanied by the rapid clearance
from plasma through the bowel [20]. The therapeutic effect is based on several mechanisms, including
depletion of intracellular reducing metabolites, such as ascorbate, glutathione and NADPH that are
typically taking part in reparation of oxidative DNA damage upon irradiation. Additionally, MGd
was shown to exhibit a synergetic effect in combination with some chemotherapeutics. An example is
reduction of platinum (IV) prodrugs to their active form oxaliplatin (Pt(II)) by the metabolites, such as
sodium ascorbate, generated upon photo-irradiation in the presence of MGd accumulated selectively
at the tumor [21].
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Figure 2. Schematic representation of synergetic
effect of motexafin gadolinium (MGd) accumulated at
Fig.2
the tumor cells with chemotherapeutics upon photo-irradiation. Pt(IV) prodrugs vary as: R1 /R2 = CH3 ,
R1 /R2 = CH2 CH3 , R1 /R2 = (CH2 )2 COOH, or R1 = (CH2 )2 COOH, R2 = CH3 [21].

In general, the strategies to enhance the MRI performance of T1 CAs include either accommodation
of multiple Gd(III)-complexes on nanocarriers or application of Gd-containing NPs; both concepts
striving for a higher payload of paramagnetic units increasing the r1 per Gd(III)-ion [22]. Development
of a polyol method for the synthesis of crystalline core Gd2 O3 NPs [23] within the size-range of
1–5 nm enabled a series of studies that demonstrated higher r1 (8.8 s−1 ·mM−1 vs. 4.1 s−1 ·mM−1 of
Gd(III)-DOTA) based on the additional contribution of Gd-ions located inside the core [24]. In terms
of radiosensitization, densely packed NPs show an increased ability to scatter/absorb the X-rays and
gamma radiation that leads to more localized damage of targeted cancer cells. Lux and co-workers
have developed an original top-down process for the preparation of ultrasmall Gd-NPs with a size
below 5 nm, convenient for in vivo circulation and renal clearance [25,26]. The method consisted of
several steps, starting with the initial preparation of Gd2 O3 core, which was then encapsulated into
a polysiloxane shell that was conjugated with DOTAGA (1,4,7,10-tetra-azacyclododecane-1-glutaric
anhydride-1,4,7,10-triacetic acid) ligands. The subsequent dissolution of the core has led to chelation
of the released Gd(III)-ions by the ligands and defragmentation of the shell yielding ultrasmall NPs
Fig.5 (log β = 24.8), was found to be very close
(Figure 3A). The stability of the resulting complexes
110
to that of DOTA (log β110 = 25.6), while the r1 measured at 60 MHz was 11.9 s−1 ·mM−1 per Gd(III).
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Further progress with
these NPs has been made
N by incorporation of bismuth Bi(III) into
N
DOTA-chelatesGd(III)-DOTA
on the surface of the aforementioned silica carrier with Gd/Bi ratio of 8/6 [28].
The presence of bismuth resulted in strengthening of radiosensitizing effect due to its high atomic
number (ZBi = 83) and additional possibility Fig.6
to visualize the particles by CT. MRI monitoring of
the arrival of the particles after intravenous injection into lung carcinoma-bearing mice was used to
determine the right timing (30 min p.i.) for the delivery of 10 Gy radiation dose. Evaluation of
double-strand DNA breaks for both tumor and healthy tissues was used as quantification of
radiosensitizing effect, which eventually resulted in significantly higher survival rate for the animals
irradiated after injection of Gd/Bi NPs.
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MRI/microbeam radiation therapy (MRT) study with Gd nanoparticles (NPs):
Figure 3. MRI/microbeam radiation therapy (MRT) study with Gd nanoparticles (NPs): (A) top-down
(A) top-down process going from Gd2 O3 coated with SiO2 conjugated with DOTAGA (1,4,7,10-tetraprocess going from Gd2O3 coated with SiO2 conjugated with DOTAGA (1,4,7,10-tetraazacyclododecane-1-glutaric anhydride-1,4,7,10-triacetic acid), followed by dissolution and
azacyclododecane-1-glutaric anhydride-1,4,7,10-triacetic acid), followed by dissolution and
complexation of Gd(III)-ions and fragmentation of ultrasmall NPs; (B) T1 -weighted MR image of
complexation of Gd(III)-ions and fragmentation of ultrasmall NPs; (B) T1-weighted MR image of rat’s
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Intracellular delivery of SPIONs is to a great extent determined by the size of the particles as well as
functionalization of their surface with various coatings and conjugated vectors for increased affinity
towards certain pathological epitopes. These features of SPIONs along with the available facile
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as functionalization of their surface with various coatings and conjugated vectors for increased
affinity towards certain pathological epitopes. These features of SPIONs along with the available
facile manufacturing methods have led to many interesting formulations for labeling and in vivo
MRI-tracking of stem cells, imaging of apoptosis and inflammation [32]. In general, the small size of
the particles allows them to penetrate small capillaries and be captured and retained by the affected
cells. Using SPIONs as drug delivery systems carrying conjugated chemotherapeutics, such as e.g.,
methortrexate that can be cleaved from the surface under intracellular conditions, represents an
interesting strategy, especially when the process can be monitored by MRI [33]. Medarova et al. have
demonstrated a possibility to track tumor response for chemotherapy by application of SPION’s
decorated with peptides for recognition of mucin-1 tumor-specific antigen (uMUC-1) attached to their
crosslinked dextran coating. MR images acquired on mice with pancreatic adenocarcinomas clearly
indicated alteration of T2 -weighted contrast before and after the treatment with the chemotherapeutic
agent 5-FU [34].
The multifunctional potential of SPIONs is currently being extended to radiosensitization
applications (Table 1), despite the less convenient characteristics of iron (ZFe = 56, X-ray absorption
enhancement factor (AEF) = 1.2) compared to gold (ZAu = 79, AEF = 1.6). Radiosensitization typically
occurs due to interaction between high Z materials and low energy X-rays (kV-range) through
photoelectric effects, while at higher energies Compton effects are dominating. Therefore, the shift
to the megavoltage range can be seen as beneficial for clinical applications due to skin sparing
and convenient dose-distribution to the deep-seeded tumors, such as in case of colon cancer [35].
Recent studies revealed that the radiosensitizing effect of dextran-crosslinked SPIONs exposed to 6 MV
X-rays might be both concentration and dose-rate dependent with the optima observed at 80 µg/mL
and 370 cGy/min, respectively [36]. Another study by Khoei et al. with human prostate carcinoma
DU145 cell line demonstrated that coating of particles with dextran with additional amino-groups
increases the cellular uptake significantly compared to plain particles (only dextran-coating). As the
result, the best MRI enhancement by NH2 -dextrane-SPIONs was observed for the concentration of
1 mg/mL and the radiosensitization effect was found to be dose-independent under MV energies [37].
Table 1. Examples of superparamagnetic iron oxide nanoparticles (SPIONs) applied as radiosensitizing
MRI contrast agents.
Composition/Coating

Preparation
Method

Size
(nm)

Radiation
Energy

Cell Line

Tested
Application

Ref.

Fe3 O4 /dextran
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[37]

γFe2 O3 /Fe3 O4 /citrate

Co-precipitation 3

15
130
6–20 2
3–10 3

120 kV

MCF-7

ERT
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SPIONs/citrate
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6–25

6 MV
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Fe3 O4 /Ag/C225
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citrate-PEG

Sol-gel
Co-precipitation
Electrostatic
absorption

30
102
139

1

ERT

[39]

160 kV
6 MV

MCF-7/MDAH2447/MDA-MB-231
MCF-7
CNE

MRI/ERT/CT/HT
ERT

[40]
[41]

-

4T1

MRI/CT/PTT/ERT

[42]

Commercially available; 2 0 ◦ C; 3 220 ◦ C.

The necessity of an appropriate coating of the metal core, which applies for any NPs envisioned
for in vivo applications, becomes particularly interesting in case of SPIONs. Next to decreased toxicity
by ion-leakage inhibition, the arguments for coating are surface passivation, prevention of aggregation
and interaction with reticuloendothelial system. All these measures ultimately lead to prolonged
blood-circulation time and increase the chance for accumulation at the site of interest. The choice of
coating materials, in addition to influences on the aforementioned parameters, has a dramatic effect on
the MRI performance of SPIONs. For instance, coating of the core of the SPIONs with carboxylates
leads to a drop of net magnetization and the consequent decrease of the T2 -effect, which is not observed
in case of phosphate coating [43]. On the other hand, the presence of hydrophilic molecules promotes a
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greater hydration around the particles and results in higher relaxivity of surrounding protons. The role
of the chain length of coating polymers on the r2 relaxivity is determined by the access of water
molecules to the metal core. Generally, long PEG-chains tend to reduce relaxivities due to prohibition
of diffusing water molecules from contact with the magnetic core. However, when PEG is anchored to
SPIONs in a single layer, water molecules are not excluded from such interactions and high relaxivities
can be achieved even with smaller particles based on slow diffusion and hence more efficient dephasing
of magnetic moments [44].
Interesting results have been obtained by Klein et al. who have studied the effects of coating
density on the radiosensitization properties of SPION’s [38]. The intrinsic toxicity of SPIONs is
based on generation of oxygen reactive species (ROS), such as H2 O2 , · OH, HO2 · , and O2 − that are
produced upon release of iron ions from particles endocytosed into tumor cells. Application of
SPIONs that are partially coated with citrate induced cooperative toxicity under X-ray irradiation,
resulting in enhancement of radiosensitizing effect due to increase of ROS formation by 240%. Thereby,
the effect was found to be more pronounced in case of SPIONs containing both maghemite and
magnetite domains (high-temperature preparation) compared to SPIONs containing maghemite only
(low-temperature preparation). In vitro studies on three types of human carcinoma cell lines (ovarian,
breast estrogen receptor positive and negative) incubated with the same amount of citrate coated
SPIONs and exposed to 6 MV X-rays showed that the best AEF could be achieved at 2 and 4 Gy for
the first two and the latter cell line, respectively [39]. Moreover, no further radiosensitization effect
enhancement was found above 8 Gy, which means that irradiation can be done at low doses adopted
for specific tumor cells.
Combination of iron with other metals was also explored for theranostic purposes. Rajaee et al.
considered Bi as a more efficient radiosensitizer due to its higher atomic number (ZBi = 82), while
keeping the benefits of combination of high photoelectric absorption and magnetic properties of
iron [40]. Bismuth ferrite nanoparticles (BiFeO3 ) of the size ~30 nm, prepared by the sol-gel method
using equal amounts of Bi and Fe, displayed excellent MRI properties in addition to CT contrast
due to the high density of Bi. Furthermore, the BiFeP3 particles showed response to inductive
heating at 480 kHz enabling their applicability as magnetic hyperthermia (HT) mediators, which is
considered advantageous for improved efficacy of radiotherapy [45]. Another group investigated
synergetic MRI/ERT performance of SPIONs combined with silver (ZAg = 47) in a single particle [41].
In this study, Fe–Ag NPs were conjugated to an epidermal growth factor (EGFR) receptor-specific
monoclonal antibody (C225) currently applied in the clinic for the treatment of advanced brain tumors.
The researchers demonstrated 80% inhibition of proliferation of carcinoma cells (CNE) in the presence
of 8 mg/L of nanocomposite and down-regulation of EGFR, but most importantly, the accompanying
enhancement of sensitivity of CNE to X-ray irradiation by 2.3-fold. Dou et al. have doped clinically
applied cubic shaped (83 nm) Prussian Blue NPs with AuNPs (13 nm) via electrostatic adsorption [42].
After PEGylation, the final nanocomposite (138 nm) injected intravenously into 4T1 xenograft bearing
mice was observed by MRI (both T1 - and T2 -weighted images) and CT (gold-contrast) showing
accumulation at the tumor site after 24h p.i. Further exposure of the tumor-bearing animals to both
photothermal therapy (PTT) by near-infrared (NIR) treatment (heating of tissues up to 55 ◦ C in the
presence of iron) and X-ray irradiation showed reduction of tumor volumes by ~94%, compared to 39%
and 47% of each individual therapy, respectively. The results were correlated with the ability of RT to
reach deeply located cancer cells, while PTT increases the sensitivity of the radio-resistant hypoxic
cells to X-ray irradiation.
3. The Role of MRI in Internal Radionuclide Therapy
Internal radionuclide therapy (IRT) is gaining increased attention as a type of cancer treatment
shown to increase life expectancy for terminal patients up to several years with a good quality of
life [46]. Regarding the application of radiation emitting nuclides, the main advantage of IRT is the
delivery of a highly concentrated radiation dose to metastasized malignancies otherwise untreatable by
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external radiation beams, such as bone metastases. Radiolabeled molecules used for this treatment are
often referred to as radiotherapeutics or radiopharmaceuticals. Physical properties of the constituting
radionuclides, e.g., half-life, type of emission, energy, possible daughter nuclides, and production
routes, are the first determinants in the radionuclide choice for every particular therapy or palliation
treatment [47]. However, the biochemical characteristics of radiopharmaceuticals, such as their
biological half-life and tumor uptake, retention, and clearance mechanisms also play an important
role. The ability of selective delivery of radiotherapeutics to the tumors as well as fast clearance is
decisive for their safety as well as the final therapeutic outcome. To achieve this, the current strategies
include exploitation of metabolic pathways (e.g., accumulation of 131 I in thyroid cancer [48]), targeting
overexpressed receptors or antigens by radiolabeled peptides or monoclonal antibodies [49], and
natural uptake of bone-seeking radiopharmaceuticals [50]. The most important examples of therapeutic
radionuclides and their physical properties are listed in Table 2. More detailed description can be found
elsewhere [51]; here we focus on specific examples of MRI contrast agents designed for combination
with IRT.
A special type of IRT is represented by interstitial brachytherapy in which a radiation source is
sealed in a small seed (mm) that is placed directly into a tumor (typically prostate) under anesthesia.
Depending on the intended dose, the treatment can vary from a few minutes (high-dose rate) to a few
days (low-dose rate). In some cases, the seeds can even be left in place permanently. MRI certainly
plays an important role prior to the treatment planning [52], but there are currently no examples of
sealed radiation sources with additional MR imaging properties. The potential of MRI in combination
with internal radiotherapy is most evident in studies applying 166 Ho-containing microspheres [53].
These radioactive microspheres are used primarily for liver radioembolization, but their application
can be extended to intratumoral treatments as a promising new brachytherapy method. The polymeric
microspheres contain 165 Ho, part of which is converted to 166 Ho upon neutron activation. The 166 Ho
with its convenient half-life of 26.8 h, has a maximum β-energy of 1.9 MeV, applicable to kill tumors,
as well as a gamma emission of 81 keV, suitable for single photon emission computed tomography
(SPECT) imaging. Furthermore, the magnetic moment of 165 Ho being one of the highest among the
whole series of lanthanides (10.6 µB), this enables simultaneous monitoring of the therapeutic events by
T2 -weighted MRI [54]. In the clinical study by Smith et al. a total of 15 patients excluding those having
surgical clips (to avoid interferences in the MRI evaluations) were evaluated [55]. The SPECT and MRI
data obtained showed high correlation, which however raised some questions in terms of dosimetry.
The high resolution of MRI is undoubtfully superior for collection of dosimetric data in small areas,
but when the microspheres are located near the organs containing air, such as lungs, the susceptibility
artefacts of MRI lead to decreased accuracy of the method. The authors concluded that although a
direct comparison between SPECT and MRI is difficult, the two techniques are complementary to each
other and MRI had the advantage of providing biodistribution long after the activity of 166 Ho had
decayed allowing for better post-treatment evaluation (Figure 4). The added value of MRI was also
evaluated in intratumoral injections of the 166 Ho microspheres in lab animals having orthotopic renal
tumors. The results showed that combination of the high sensitivity of SPECT and the high-resolution
soft-tissue contrast of MRI was beneficial in assessment of the distribution of the microspheres within
the tumor to ascertain proper tumor coverage.
Another potential for MR-assisted IRT lies in the application of SPIONs radiolabeled with
therapeutic radionuclides. The first example is radiolabeling of NPs with 188 Re (half-life of 17 h
and maximum β-energy of 2.1 MeV), which is one of the radionuclides used routinely in the clinic.
Production through 188 W/188 Re-generator, convenient in clinical environment, has already stimulated
development of several 188 Re-radiolabeled biomolecules. Several SPIONs platforms coated with
silica [56], human serum albumin [57], polyacrylamide [58] or prepared within apoferritin cavities [59]
have been explored for the application in magnetically targeted radiotherapy. The rationale behind
this approach is to profit from the localized magnetic field gradients to attract the NPs to the tumor for
the subsequent radiotherapy. The radiolabeling yield and in vitro stability of the NPs prepared in the
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aforementioned studies are high, and even though the MRI performance of these materials has not been
investigated
Inorganics
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59particular, its potential certainly exists and can be explored for radiotheranostic purposes.
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90Y(III)-ion, yielding 97% radiolabeling. Radiolabeling of PEGylated NPs was possible due to their
carboxylate-reach surface interacting with positively charged tracer leading to 99% yield. Both types
of particles exhibited superparamagnetic behavior at room temperature, which was considered
suitable for in vivo hyperthermia under clinical magnetic field frequency of 580 kHz. The
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90 Y(III)-ion,

yielding 97% radiolabeling. Radiolabeling of PEGylated NPs was possible due to their
carboxylate-reach surface interacting with positively charged tracer leading to 99% yield. Both types of
particles exhibited superparamagnetic behavior at room temperature, which was considered suitable
for in vivo hyperthermia under clinical magnetic field frequency of 580 kHz. The biodistribution
studies in healthy Wistar rats showed a substantial accumulation of NPs in liver and lungs. The latter
uptake was particularly high in case of non-PEGylated 90 Y-Fe3 O4 NPs due to in vivo agglomeration,
while PEGylated analogues exhibited longer blood-circulation time, and were therefore, considered
suitable for β-therapy of liver malignances with additional visualization by MRI.
Labeling of MRI contrast agents with various radioisotopes of iodine offers advantages for
multimodal imagingHO(SPECT (123 I), positron emission tomography PET (124 I)), as well as biological
O
research (125 I) and radiotherapy
(131OHI). Chen et al.
O came up with an integrative approach for gene therapy
O
O
cell
N
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O
N
O
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as
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O
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NPs were injected into
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HCC bearing mice xenograft and prolonged blood-circulation in the presence of EMF (2.22 vs. 3.37 h)
Fig.2
with a significant accumulation at the tumor site was demonstrated (Figure 5B).
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Figure 5. (A) Structure of modified 131 I-labeled
hVEGF (vascular endothelial growth factor) siRNA
Fig.5
used for conjugation with SilenceMag; Visualization of the probe 30 min p.i. into HepGr hepatocellular
carcinoma (HCC)-bearing mice xenograft by (B) scintigraphy and (C) MRI in the presence (left) and
absence (right) of external
magnetic
field (EMF), applying T1 - (I and II) and T2 -weighting (II and IV).
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Reprinted with permission from9 ref. [61].
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Examination of the therapeutic effect of I-hVEGF siRNA/SilenceMag revealed decreased final
tumor weight with the inhibition rate of 49.8% and a dramatic decrease of VEGF protein expression.
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the probe due to the radiosensitizing effect allows for the assumption that application of the same
radiolabeling strategy to SPIONs with physical properties optimized for MRI will enable synergetic
radiotheranostic treatment of HCC.
An elegant approach for combination of MRI with IRT was proposed in a recent study [62]
reporting one-pot synthesis of a dendrimer-like star polymer conjugated with Gd(III)-DOTA and
radiolabeled with 125 I (Figure 6). The presence of multiple paramagnetic chelates (25/molecule) and
slow molecular dynamics endowed the NPs with high r1 relaxivity promising for MR imaging. At the
same time, efficient radiochemical yield (58%) enables the application of this probe for combined
PET imaging, opening at the same time the possibilities
for therapy either in the current form or by
Fig.5
substitution of the radiolabel with 131 I.

Figure 6. Synthetic strategy for the preparation of Gd(III)-DOTA star polymer NPs radiolabeled
Fig.6
with 125 I.

4. Neutron Capture Therapy Combined with MRI
The therapeutic nature of neutron beams was first proposed in 1936 [63] and two decades later was
demonstrated experimentally as a binary modality known today as neutron capture therapy (NCT).
This approach combines the features of both internal- and external radiotherapies: in the first step,
the patient is injected intravenously (IRT) with a non-radioactive compound that accumulates in the
tumor, and then externally irradiated (ERT) with epithermal neutrons in the second step. The principle
relies on the ability of selected stable isotope to capture neutrons due to cross-sections many times
higher than those of naturally present tissue elements. One of the successful applications of this
methodology is boron neutron capture therapy (BNCT) that exploits non-radioactive isotope 10 B (20%
natural abundance). Capturing of neutrons by 10 B yields excited 11 B* that undergoes nuclear fission
reaction releasing high linear energy transfer (LET) α-particles (4 He) and recoiling 7 Li nuclei, two
products within the range of the cell diameter (5–10 µm) (Figure 7A). The efficacy of the therapy
is to a great extent determined by the concentration of selectively delivered boron atoms: typically
~109 atoms/cell (or lower if located close to the cell nucleus) [64]. In cases where the critical boron
concentration is not reached, irradiation of the patient will only lead to undesired side-effects due to
neutron capturing by endogenous elements, such as nitrogen and hydrogen. Sufficient retention at the
tumor during the treatment, tumor-to-healthy tissues (3:1) and tumor-to-blood ratios (5:1), as well
as adequate lipophilicity for efficient cross-over of the blood–brain barrier (BBB) and safe clearance,
are other restrains for a successful BNCT probe. Provided that these conditions are met, the radiation
dose to the tumor cells will be much higher than that in the surrounding health tissues, which renders
BNCT especially suitable for locally dispersed tumors.
Boron delivery agents have passed through considerable development over the years [65]. The first
generation of simple borax compounds caused severe adverse effects, which could be slightly improved
in the case of polyhedral decahydrodecaborate (Figure 7B), but the selectivity of these compounds
towards tumors remained poor. Better results in terms of toxicity and specificity were achieved later
with 10 B-enriched sodium mercaptoundecahydro-closo-dodecaborate (BSH) and l-boronophenylalanine
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(l-BPA), both applied in clinical trials. The latter compound has also been formulated as a complex
with a fructose molecule for better solubility in water.
The search for a proper BNCT agent, however, has still not reached its optimum, which certainly
hampers the application of this otherwise attractive therapeutic technique. Therefore, the possibility to
evaluate the in vivo kinetics of potential BNCT agents by means of high-resolution imaging represents
a valuable asset. The first attempts to visualize the process was made by radiolabeling of BPA with
18 F for simultaneous PET imaging [66]. However, this method had disadvantages due to limited
availability of the tracer and low resolution of PET. Therefore, conjugation of MRI reporters with
either polyhedral or BPA boron-containing fragments represents a more elegant approach. One of
the early examples of this approach is a Mn(II)-porphyrin complex bearing four carborane moieties
(Mn(II)-BOPP, Figure 7C) [67]. The compound showed a good in vivo affinity towards gliomas and
enabled assessment of biodistribution by T1 -weighted MR imaging. Another group has exploited
Gd(III)-DTPA complex for conjugation with both BPA and carborane functionalities for in vivo delivery
of boron species to a hepatoma tumor that could be followed by MRI [68]. However, the biodistribution
of the conjugates appeared unfavorable compared to the native BNCT agents and the resulting boron
concentration in the cells not sufficient for therapy. This problem was tacked later by the design of
Gd(III)-DOTA-carborane (Figure 7C) with increased molecular weight due to supramolecular assembly
with β-cyclodextrin and the consequent r1 relaxivity of 15.5 mM−1 ·s−1 at 20 MHz. The therapeutic
advantage of the probe was demonstrated by its ability to deliver up to 35 µg of boron per gram of B16
melanoma tissue within 4h p.i. and the subsequent decreased tumor growth after neutron irradiation.
An additional advantage of Gd, next to its superior paramagnetic properties, is the high neutron
absorption cross-section of two of its natural isotopes 155 Gd and 157 Gd, with the value for the latter
(255,000 barns) being 65× higher than that of 10 B. As the result, the same amount of Gd delivered to
the tumor cells would result in a much higher rate of neutron absorption reactions, or better to say,
the same therapeutic outcome could be reached with a lower integrated thermal flux and/or lower
concentrations of the probe applied. Moreover, the delivery process can be monitored by MRI, which
allows for personalized irradiation of the patients. Despite these benefits, Gd-NCT has not reached the
clinics mainly due to secondary radiation effects intrinsically different than those in BNCT. The neutron
capturing reaction of 157 Gd leads to excited 158 Gd* accompanied with prompt γ-rays emission and
inner-shell transitions that in turn generate Auger electrons and X-rays (Figure 7A). The high energy of
prompt γ affect tissues in the range of several tens of cm, which can be seen as a drawback reducing
the selectivity of Gd-NCT. On the other hand, the energy deposition of the prompt γ is much less in
comparison to the dose delivered by Auger electrons, which results in double-stranded DNA breaks,
provided that 157 Gd is deposited in the direct proximity of the nucleus or other vital organelles with
the effective concentration of 200 µg/g of tumor tissues. These considerations require even more careful
design of the agents for successful therapies, as extensively reviewed in the literature [69].
An obvious choice for the Gd-containing agents for Gd-NCT would be MRI CAs that already
exist in the clinic if not their unspecific nature towards the tumors. Several groups have reported
on the in vivo therapeutic effect of Gd(III)-DTPA upon neutron irradiation of tumors either after
continuous infusion [70] or intratumoral administration [71] of the agent. An improved intravenous
delivery of 157 Gd (up to 800 µg) with a favorable brain tumor/normal tissue ratio could be
achieved with Gd(III)-EDTMP (ethylenediaminetetrabismethylenephosphonate)—a phosphonated
ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA)-analogue [72]. However, all these attempts only confirmed
the prerequisite for not only the specificity of the agents towards tumors, but also their prolonged
retention during irradiation sessions. From this perspective, encapsulation of Gd-complexes into
nanoparticulate systems offers a possibility for intravenous delivery of high-payloads of Gd to the
tumors based on either EPR effect or conjugation with targeting vectors; both approaches have been
worked out extensively for MRI. For instance, loading of Gd(III)-DTPA into chitosan nanoparticles [73]
or calcium phosphate micelles [74] resulted in enhanced accumulation of the probe after intratumoral
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injection was accompanied with significant reduction of tumor grows under localized MRI contrast
compared to Gd(III)-DTPA alone.

Figure 7. Principles and agents for boron and gadolinium
neutron capture therapy (NCT): (A) Schematic
Fig.7
representation of boron and gadolinium neutron capture reaction; (B) first drugs for boron neutron
capture therapy (BNCT); (C) examples of probes for combined MR imaging and BNCT.

5. Conclusions
Translation of MRI-assisted radiotherapy into the clinic requires interdisciplinary efforts taking
into account the beneficial aspects of each modality as well as the limitations and challenges. Due to
its non-invasive nature and high soft-tissue resolution, MRI has already established itself as a good
alternative to CT imaging that can offer complementary information in RTP. On the other hand,
increased involvement of MRI during actual RT will eventually depend on the instrumental progress
in integration of linear accelerators and MRI scanners and development of new treatment modalities
such as image-guided brachytherapy, which will ultimately lead to expansion of the research towards
MRI-based radiotheranostics. The already existing examples of such probes discussed in this review
highlight the advantages of imaging for RT by enhancing the accuracy of the treatment relying on
determination of the correct values of the delivered doses, the right timing for irradiation, and the
possibility to follow the therapeutic effects in time. Maximization of the therapeutic effect was shown
to be reached through additional assets such as radiosensitization, simultaneous hyperthermia, or the
presence of an external magnetic field. These methodologies can profit from the versatile properties of
NPs. In general, the preference to nanoparticular systems with high relaxivities and the simultaneous
ability to either serve as radiosensitizer or carry various radiotherapeutic functionalities is clearly
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identified. The small size in combination with high surface-to-volume ratio, the possibility for facile
surface functionalization, and the capacity for high-payload of imaging reporters render NPs very
attractive for radiotheranostic applications. Delivery of NPs can be realized through either passive
(EPR) of active (conjugation of specific vectors) targeting, while the administration route is an important
parameter determining the biodistribution. A drawback in case of intravenous injection of NPs is their
removal from the circulation by the monoclonal phagocytosis with 80% deposition in the liver Kupffer
cells. Thereby, the negative surface charges of NPs increase hepatic uptake, while neutral charges
increase blood-circulation time. Intratumoral administration of radiotherapeutic NPs, with additional
MRI enhancing properties as a good alternative for brachytherapy, will obviously require careful study
of tumor microenvironments in order to functionalize NPs in accordance with the therapeutic objective
and the best imaging performance. In the case of SPIONs, the intracellular uptake typically results
in their metabolization into lysosomes and release of non-superparamagnetic iron ions, which then
undergo intrinsic iron metabolic pathways. However, elevated blood concentrations of iron may lead
to severe anaphylactic reactions, which has mainly been the reason for the withdrawal of SPIONs
from clinics. Therefore, the aspects such as non-specific accumulation, toxicity, long-term deposition,
decomposition and eventual elimination of NPs are the most important challenges to be tackled during
the design of MRI nanoprobes for radiotherapy, even if their properties for imaging and therapeutic
efficiency seem to be satisfactory.
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